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Quiz results

- Have you ever invoked the 'make' utility? 22/23 => 96%
- Have you modified (tweaked) an existing makefile for a project you were working on? 10/23 => 43%
- Have you written a makefile from scratch? 3/23 => 13%
Quiz results

- Have you ever invoked the 'make' utility? 22/70 => 31%
- Have you modified (tweaked) an existing makefile for a project you were working on? 10/70 => 19%
- Have you written a makefile from scratch? 3/70 => 4%
GNU make, cont'd

So far:
- rules, targets, prerequisites, recipes
- explicit and implicit rules
- makefile naming
- phony targets
- variables
- comments

Text and examples from gmake documentation
There are two different types of prerequisites: normal prerequisites and order-only prerequisites.

A normal prerequisite makes two statements: first, it imposes an order in which recipes will be invoked: the recipes for all prerequisites of a target will be completed before the recipe for the target is run. Second, it imposes a dependency relationship: if any prerequisite is newer than the target, then the target is considered out-of-date and must be rebuilt.

Occasionally, however, you have a situation where you want to impose a specific ordering on the rules to be invoked without forcing the target to be updated if one of those rules is executed. In that case, you want to define order-only prerequisites. Order-only prerequisites can be specified by placing a pipe symbol (|) in the prerequisites list: any prerequisites to the left of the pipe symbol are normal; any prerequisites to the right are order-only.
Consider an example where your targets are to be placed in a separate directory, and that directory might not exist before make is run. In this situation, you want the directory to be created before any targets are placed into it but, because the timestamps on directories change whenever a file is added, removed, or renamed, we certainly don't want to rebuild all the targets whenever the directory's timestamp changes. One way to manage this is with order-only prerequisites: make the directory an order-only prerequisite on all the targets:

```
OBJDIR := objdir
OBJS := $(addprefix $(OBJDIR)/,foo.o bar.o baz.o)

$(OBJDIR)/%.o : %.c
  $(COMPILE.c) $(OUTPUT_OPTION) $<

all: $(OBJS)

$(OBJS): | $(OBJDIR)

$(OBJDIR):
  mkdir $(OBJDIR)
```

Now the rule to create the objdir directory will be run, if needed, before any '.o' is built, but no '.o' will be built because the objdir directory timestamp changed.
4.3 Types of Prerequisites

Consider an example where your targets are to be placed in a separate directory, and that directory might not exist before make is run. In this situation, you want the directory to be created before any targets are placed into it, but because the timestamps on directories change whenever a file is added, removed, or renamed, you certainly don't want to rebuild all the targets whenever the directory's timestamp changes. One way to manage this is with order-only prerequisites: make the directory an order-only prerequisite on all the targets:

```
OBJDIR := objdir
OBJS := $(addprefix $(OBJDIR)/,foo.o bar.o baz.o)

$(OBJDIR)/%.o : %.c
  $(COMPILE.c) $(OUTPUT_OPTION) $<

all: $(OBJS)

$(OBJS): | $(OBJDIR)

$(OBJDIR):
  mkdir $(OBJDIR)
```

Now the rule to create the objdir directory will be run, if needed, before any `.o` is built, but no `.o` will be built because the objdir directory timestamp changed.
4.4 Wildcards

The wildcard characters in make are '*' , '?' and ' […]'
Wildcard expansion is performed by make automatically in targets and in prerequisites.
In recipes, the shell is responsible for wildcard expansion.
In other contexts, wildcard expansion happens only if you request it explicitly with the wildcard function.

Suppose you would like to say that the executable file foo is made from all the object files in the directory, and you write this:

```plaintext
objects = *.o
foo : $(objects)
    cc -o foo $(CFLAGS) $(objects)
```

The value of objects is the actual string '*.o'. Wildcard expansion happens in the rule for foo, so that each existing '*.o' file becomes a prerequisite of foo and will be recompiled if necessary.

But what if you delete all the '*.o' files? When a wildcard matches no files, it is left as it is, so then foo will depend on the oddly-named file *.o. Since no such file is likely to exist, make will give you an error saying it cannot figure out how to make *.o.
4.4.3 The Function wildcard

Wildcard expansion happens automatically in rules. But wildcard expansion does not normally take place when a variable is set, or inside the arguments of a function. If you want to do wildcard expansion in such places, you need to use the `wildcard` function, like this:

```
$(wildcard pattern...)
```

This string, used anywhere in a makefile, is replaced by a space-separated list of names of existing files that match one of the given file name patterns. If no existing file name matches a pattern, then that pattern is omitted from the output of the `wildcard` function. Note that this is different from how unmatched wildcards behave in rules, where they are used verbatim rather than ignored (see Wildcard Pitfall).

One use of the `wildcard` function is to get a list of all the C source files in a directory, like this:

```
$(wildcard *.c)
```

We can change the list of C source files into a list of object files by replacing the `.c` suffix with `.o` in the result, like this:

```
$(patsubst %.c,%.o,$(wildcard *.c))
```

(Here we have used another function, `patsubst`. See Functions for String Substitution and Analysis.)

Thus, a makefile to compile all C source files in the directory and then link them together could be written as follows:

```
objects := $(patsubst %.c,%.o,$(wildcard *.c))

foo : $(objects)
    cc -o foo $(objects)
```

(This takes advantage of the implicit rule for compiling C programs, so there is no need to write explicit rules for compiling the files. See The Two Flavors of Variables, for an explanation of `:=`, which is a variant of `=`.)
The value of the make variable VPATH specifies a list of directories that make should search. Most often, the directories are expected to contain prerequisite files that are not in the current directory; however, make uses VPATH as a search list for both prerequisites and targets of rules.

Example: VPATH = src:../headers
Similar to the VPATH variable, but more selective, is the vpath directive (note lower case), which allows you to specify a search path for a particular class of file names: those that match a particular pattern. Thus you can supply certain search directories for one class of file names and other directories (or none) for other file names.

A vpath pattern is a string containing a ‘%’ character. The string must match the file name of a prerequisite that is being searched for, the ‘%’ character matching any sequence of zero or more characters (as in pattern rules; see Defining and Redefining Pattern Rules). For example, %.h matches files that end in .h.

Example: vpath %.h ../headers
4.14 Generating Prerequisites Automatically

To avoid this hassle, most modern C compilers can write these rules for you, by looking at the include lines in the source files. Usually this is done with the `-M` option to the compiler. For example, the command:

```
cc -M main.c
```

generates the output:

```
main.o : main.c defs.h
```

Thus you no longer have to write all those rules yourself. The compiler will do it for you.

Use `-MM` instead of `-M` to "[omit] prerequisites on system header files."

Section 4.14 goes into some detail on how to set up rules to automatically create the dependencies. That is more involved than I expect you to learn in this course. Instead, run

```
gcc -MM file.c
```

manually to get the prerequisites right; insert them directly into the `makefile`.
5.1 Recipe Syntax
https://www.gnu.org/software/make/manual/make.html#Recipe-Syntax

- Two kinds of syntax used in a makefile:
  - Recipes use shell syntax
  - Rest of makefile uses make syntax

- This has important implications for how variables are interpreted
Example


Rule in makefile

LIST = one two three
all:
    for i in $(LIST); do \
        echo $$i; \
    done
What the shell sees

for i in one two three; do \
  echo $i; \
done

Example
Example


The output produced

one
two
three
Automatic variables


$@$ The file name of the target of the rule.
$%$ The target member name, when the target is an archive member.
$<$ The name of the first prerequisite.
$?$ The names of all the prerequisites that are newer than the target, with spaces between them.
$^$ The names of all the prerequisites, with spaces between them.
$+$ This is like ‘$^$’, but prerequisites listed more than once are duplicated in the order they were listed in the makefile.
$|$ The names of all the order-only prerequisites, with spaces between them.
$*$ The stem with which an implicit rule matches (see How Patterns Match).
Automatic variables


`${@D}`
The directory part of the file name of the target, with the trailing slash removed. If the value of `$@` is dir/foo.o then `${@D}` is dir. This value is . if `$@` does not contain a slash.

`${@F}`
The file-within-directory part of the file name of the target. If the value of `$@` is dir/foo.o then `${@F}` is foo.o. `${@F}` is equivalent to `${notdir $@}`.

`{(*D)}`
`{(*F)}`
The directory part and the file-within-directory part of the stem; dir and foo in this example.

`{(%D)}`
`{(%F)}`
The directory part and the file-within-directory part of the target archive member name. This makes sense only for archive member targets of the form archive(member) and is useful only when member may contain a directory name. (See Archive Members as Targets.)

`{(<D)}`
`{(<F)}`
The directory part and the file-within-directory part of the first prerequisite.

`{(^D)}`
`{(^F)}`
Lists of the directory parts and the file-within-directory parts of all prerequisites.

`{(+D)}`
`{(+F)}`
Lists of the directory parts and the file-within-directory parts of all prerequisites, including multiple instances of duplicated prerequisites.

`{(?D)}`
`{(?F)}`
Lists of the directory parts and the file-within-directory parts of all prerequisites that are newer than the target.
5.3 Recipe execution

When it is time to execute recipes to update a target, they are executed by invoking a new sub-shell for each line of the recipe, unless the .ONESHELL special target is in effect.
5.3 Recipe execution

Sometimes you would prefer that all the lines in the recipe be passed to a single invocation of the shell.

```
.ONESHELL:
SHELL = /usr/bin/perl
.SHELLFLAGS = -e
show :
    # Make sure "@" is not the first character on the first line
    @f = qw(a b c);
    print "@f\n";
```
What OS are you running on?

OS identification from https://stackoverflow.com/questions/714100/os-detecting-makefile

uname -s

OS = $(shell uname -s)
ifeq ($(OS),Darwin)
    MSG = You are running macos
else ifeq ($(OS),Linux)
    MSG = You are running linux
else
    MSG = You are running something else
endif
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